












The fallacy of inviscid fluid dynamics
Kazuo HARA
Abstract
Inviscid fluid dynamics is a branch of fluid dynamics. Some important results from research in inviscid dynamics are
the Kutta-Joukovski theorem and induced velocity due to vortex. This paper explains that, observing the photos of the
vortical motion of fluid, which are shed from the airfoil tip of aircraft posted on a website, there is no induced velocity in
the motion of real fluid flow. The concept of induced velocity is based on the free-vortex flow and Biot-Savart law. This
paper also raises questions about the Kutta-Joukovski theorem, induced drag and winglets. Lift is caused by a curvature
of the streamline which makes a pressure gradient in the flow field and it makes a lift when it is accumulated in the flow
field along the passage from the far field to the surface of the wing.































































































































































































































dt ＝grad u·X （2）
解の性質は次の固有値で知ることができる．
det（grad u－λE）＝0 （3）

















































































































































































ここに r は局所的な流線の曲率で u は流速である．こ
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